Five Little Fire Trucks
1 little fire truck
2 little fire trucks
3 little fire trucks
4 little fire trucks
5 little fire trucks all in a row
Back to the fire station all of you go!

Hurry, Hurry Drive the Fire Truck
Hurry, hurry, drive the fire truck
hurry, hurry, drive the fire truck
hurry, hurry, drive the fire truck
ding, ding, ding, ding

Verses:
...turn the corner
...climb the ladder
...spray the water
....back to the station

Slowly, slowly, let’s sit down
slowly, slowly, let’s sit down
slowly, slowly, let’s sit down
now we’re ready for a story!

Firefighter, Firefighter
Firefighter, firefighter, turn around
Firefighter, firefighter, touch the ground
Firefighter, firefighter, drive the truck
Firefighter, firefighter, don’t get stuck!
Firefighter, firefighter, hurry to the fire
Firefighter, firefighter, spray the water higher.
Firefighter, firefighter, give a shout,
Firefighter, firefighter, you put the fire out!
Hooray!
Fish in the Sea
The fish in the sea
Go swish, swish, swish, swish, swish, swish, swish
The fish in the sea go swish, swish, swish, swish
All day long.

Verses:
Dolphins in the sea swim round and round
The sand in the sea Drifts down, down, down
The waves on the sea Go up and down

Five Little Fishies
Five little fishies, swimming in the sea
Teasing Mr. Shark, "You can't catch me!"
Along comes Mr. Shark, quiet as can be
And snatches that fish right out of the sea!

Count down...

Fish Swimming in the Water
One little fish is swimming in the water,
swimming in the water.
One little fish is swimming in the water.
Bubble (wiggle fingers up)
Bubble (wiggle fingers up higher)
Bubble (wiggle fingers up higher)
Pop! (clap hands overhead)

Slippery Fish
The Slippery Fish, the Slippery Fish, Was swimming through the water.
The Slippery Fish, the Slippery Fish, Oh no...(put your hands to your mouth)
He was eaten by....

An Octopus, an Octopus
Squiggling through the water, An Octopus, an Octopus,
Oh no (put your hands to your mouth)
He was eaten by...

A Tuna Fish, a Tuna Fish, Moving through the water, A Tuna Fish, a Tuna Fish,
Oh no (put your hands to your mouth)
He was eaten by...

A Great White Shark, a Great White Shark, Lurking in the water, A Great White Shark, a Great White Shark, Oh no (put your hands to your mouth)
He was eaten by...

A Humongous whale, a Humongous whale, Moving through the water, A Humongous Whale, Humongous Whale Oh no....I have a terrible tummy ache. (BURP) Ooops, Excuse Me!